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ABSTRACT
NOAA has 11 terabytes of digital data stored on 240,000 computer tapes. There are
an additional 100 terabytes (TB) of geostationary satellite data stored in digital form on
specially configured SONY U-Matic video tapes at the University of Wisconsin. There
are over 90,000,000 non-digital form records in manuscript, film, printed and chart
form which are not easily accessible. The three NOAA Data Centers service 6,000
requests per year and publish 5,000 bulletins which are distributed to 40,000
subscribers. Seventeen CD-ROMs have been produced. Thirty thousand computer
tapes containing polar satellite data_r_be[ng copied to i2 inch WORM optical disks
for research applications. The present annual data accumulation rate of 10 TB will
grow to 30 TB in 1994 and to 100 _B by the year _000. Thepresent storage and
distribution technologies with their attendant support systems will be overwhelmed by
these increases if not improved. Increased user sophistication coupled with more
precise measurement technologies will demand better quality control mechanisms,
especially for those data maintained in an indefinite archive. There is optimism that the
future will offer improved media technologies to accommodate the volumes of data.
With the advanced technologies, storage and performance monitoring tools will be
pivotal to the successful long-term management of data and information.
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1.0. Data Management in NOAA
Management of environmental data and information resources is becoming an
increasingly visible and important issue for the scientific community. This is of
particular importance to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
which routinely measures and collects large amounts of environmental data and
information in its own work, and is also officially charged with maintaining
environmental records for the Nation. Through its activities over time, NOAA has
become the steward of a treasury of Earth systems data and information--the most
comprehensive, long-term, and up-to-date environmental description of the Earth that
exists today. This treasury contains answers to urgent environmental questions facing
the Nation. The success of all NOAA's scientific work, and the national priorities which
it supports, depends on the accountability and accessibility of environmental data and
information. These data and information must be accurate, complete, stable and fully-
integrated across the spectrum of NOAA's Organizational functions, and they must be
made easily accessible, in a timely and cost-efficient way. Throughout this effort to
provide resources to meet the NOAA missions of managing data for global change
research and for enhancing warning and forecast services, there will be a continual
inherent process to migrate and protect data held in the NOAA archives.
2.0. NOAA Data Management Operations:
The NOAA Centers respond to requests from a broad community of research, legal,
engineering, individuals, insurance, business, consultants, and manufacturing. About
6,000 requests per year are received for digital data. Within the next two years as
global change research increases, this should grow to 9,000. The current data files
stored on computer readable media have a volume of 11 terabytes stored primarily on
240,000 computer tapes. There are I00 TB of GOES data at the University of
Wisconsin copied in digital form on specially recorded SONY U-matic video tapes.
There are analog, i.e., non-digital, holdings having a volume equivalent to over 50 TB
in a digital domain. With the conversion of some of the analog data to digital format,
and with new sources of digital data, the digital holdings will grow by 1996 to about 35
TB not counting source level data from GOES. The rapidly expanding quantity of data
will force a different approach to managing data and information within the centers.
The use of an integrated mass storage systems with appropriate file management will
be essential to manage the archive, storage hierarchy and data migration processes.
New mass storage hardware and software technologies will have to be developed and
adopted and the current archives copied. If a mass storage system is not developed,
the data centers will require immense tape storage areas and reduce the access
mechanism from data granules to physical volumes of data.
In accordance with the NASA/NOAA Memorandum of Understanding for remotely
sensed earth observations, data processing, distribution, archiving and related science
support, EOS data is intended to be archived at the NOAA data centers. The EOS
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data from prototype operational instruments used for NOAA operational purposes, will
be an inherent part of NOAA's data archives. As pa.rt of the EOS pathfinder activity,
NOAA is migrating the environmental satellite data from the operational polar orbiting
satellites from computer tapes to 12 inch SONY optical write once, read many
(WORM) disks. Also, there are selected special sensor microwave data from the Air
Force Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) of interest to EOS scientists.
Initially, 8 terabytes of data will be migrated to optical disk.
..... : ,_:: _i i-:: _
The computing capacity at the cen{ers:is provided by mainframes, workstations, and
personal computerS (Pc;S). In the aggregate, {he systems do not have the capacity to
handle the anticipated archive, the growth in data ingest and dissemination, and
expanded quality control, analysis and reprocessing requirements in the coming years.
The computational capacity will need to grow from 10 MFLOPS at the beginning of
1991 to over 300 MFLOPS by 1996, i.e., a factor of 30:1. On-line disk storage should
grow from 60 GB to over 500 GB during this period, The_ehfigurations are evolving
from a central processor surrounded by dedicatecftermTna[s to a fully distributed client-
server architecture which can expand in response to workload demands.
2.0. NOAA Data Centers: There are three National Data Centers and over a dozen
centers of data in NOAA. The data centers are structured as formal archive centers
and serve at this Nation's world data centers for their respective disciplines. The
following provides a description of the centers and their activities.
2.1. The National Climate Data Center (NCDC)in Ashevilie, North Carolina was
established in 1950. The National Archives and Records Service, in compliance with
the Federal Records Act of 1950, specified that NCDC's climatological records be
permanently retained. It has been designated as a World Data Center (WDC)-A for
Meteorology. It also operates the Satellite Data Service Division which manages the
high volume satellite data. The Center is responsible for ingest; quaqity control,
archiving, managing, providing user access, and performing analysis of data which
describes the global climate_system. The NCDC also supports major new programs
such as the National Weather Service Modernization, Climate and Global Change, the
Coast Watch Initiative, and the Level-0 Earth Observing Systems (EOS) path finder
effort. In 1992, new data sources from foreign satellites will be introduced. The center
has a staff of 290 full time employees (FTEs), 100 contract and 190 federal employees.
Each working day results in 160 orders from 360 user contacts. Annually, about 5,000
bulletins are prepared and supplied to 40,000 subscribers. Much of NCDC's data (by
physical volume) is in the form of paper records such as ship logs, and although
manually accessible, is not readily usable, and they appear to be deteriorating. There
are fifty thousand cubic feet of paper records at NCDC. There are also film and other
non-machine readable information stored in the National Archives.
NOAA has a contract with the University of Wisconsin to collect and archive data from
the NOAA geostationary operational satellites (GOES). The GOES data collected from
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1978 to the present, is recorded and stored at the University of Wisconsin's Space
Science and Engineering Center. To date, the GOES data are stored on 25,000
Sony U-matic beta video (19mm commercial video standard) video cassettes in 4 GB
increments. Access to the data is not highly efficient because some of the cartridges
are offsite in the state records office, and because the data must be reingested as a
satellite readout. The GOES archive represents the largest amount of data anywhere
in the NOAA system to be rescued and be made more readily accessible. To improve
access, the center is engaged in a pathfinder study on mechanisms to improve the
access to the data.
2.2. The National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) in Boulder, Colorado was
established in 1972. its mission is to manage solid earth and marine geophysical data
as well as ionospheric, solar and other space environmental data; and to provide
facilities for World Data Center-A for Geophysics which encompasses Solid Earth
Geophysics, Solar-Terrestrial Physics, Marine Geology and Geophysics, and
Glaciology. The center has a staff of 60 FTEs.
NGDC has over 300 databases including 54 million (M) lonograms, 2.5M
magnetograms, 12 million flight miles of aeromagnetic data and 10 million miles of
ship track data. There are 25,000 magnetic tapes partly at NGDC in Boulder and
partly in Asheville at NCDC. About 2000 tapes per year arrive from originators outside
of NGDC. Their goal is to keep all of the ingest tapes and maintain two additional
copies for use in normal center activities (3 copies total). About 14,000 tapes have no
backup. There is a requirement to copy 12,000 tapes a year for routine migration.
NGDC relies on the error checking provided by the tape copying system and
supplements this with printouts of beginning/end of record data and record counts.
NGDC began the NOAA CD-ROM program four years ago. Its first CD-ROM title was
"Geophysics of North America". The center now has a total of 12 CD-ROMs
completed or underway. This effort should change the distribution system for data
from its tape orientation and probably deflect some use of the network to obtain data.
During 1990, distribution of data by CD-ROMs has increased both the number of
requests for digital data and the annual amount of data distributed by the center. The
distribution of data by CD-ROM puts the data into a form highly convenient and useful
to Pcs and workstations.
The National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) under contract to NGDC operates
the World Data Center-A for Glaciology. The role of NSIDC is to acquire, archive and
disseminate data relating to all forms of snow and ice. It provides data to about 500
requesters per year from a digital archive data base of about 15 GB (300 standard
tapes); 7GB are from the NIMBUS-7 Scanning Multi-channel Microwave Radiometer,
and 3 GB are Special Sensor Microwave/Image (SSM/I) data. Many of the NSIDC
datasets are redundantly held at other NOAA data centers. A daily volume of 1 GB of
data from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) Operational Unescan
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System (managed by NGDC) will be forwarded from the DMSP readout site to NSDIC
on EXABYTE tape. A similar means is being developed to distribute a weekly data
volume of 800MB between the Joint Ice Center (JIC), in Suitland and the National
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) in Boulder. The NSIDC has been designated as
an EOSDIS Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC). As such, it will build up its
computational and archival ability to meet EOSDIS defined mission goals. As a DAAC,
the NSIDC will relocate to the University of Colorado campus.
2.3. The National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) has been in operation since
1961 as an interagency, facility under the U.S. Navy, and became a part of NOAA in
1970. its mission is tO manage o-cean0graphic data. It has Operated as a World Data
Center-A (WDC-A) for Oceanography since i962/ NODC has astaff of 85 FTEs.
NODC's files include data collected by U.S. federal agencies; state and local
government agencies; universities and research institutions; foreign government
agencies and institutions; and private industry. Currently, NODC maintains a digital
archive of both in-situ and satellite-sensed ocean data in excess of 30 GB. A potential
equivalent of 10 GB of digital data are currently ma|ntained inanalog form such as
data reports, manuscripts, and analog instrument recordings. With the establishment
of NODC data management responsibilities for ocean observing satellites, including
non-NOAA geostationary and orbiting platforms; new global collection efforts, including
the Global Ocean Flux Study (GOFS), the World Ocean Climate Experiment (WOCE"),
and the Climate and Global Change Project; and new U. S. coastal ocean studies,
including CoastWatch and the Coastal Ocean Program, the archive is expected to
increase twenty fold between FY90 and FY95.
NODC has a large amount of analog data. A tablet digitizer is used to annually
process 10,000 expendable bathythermograph traces (XBT) to 2 MB of data. NODC
has a contract with the Navy to annually process 100,000 similar traces. Mechanical
bathythermographs (MBI) on glass slides (300,000) await conversion and are
expected to result in 1.5 GB of data. Acoustic Doppler Profiling, done from University
and NOAA ships, is expected to be a new source of data. There are perhaps 20 ships
that may be equipped with these profilers. At the present, only a few are capturing the
data for archiving purposes. Each profiler should provide 10 MB per ship month. In
the future, 100 ship months per year of these data could be archived.
The NOAA Coastwatc_Data Management, Archive, and Access System (NCAAS) now
under development will result in expansion of the archive, related quality control, and
retrieval and distribution activities based on SONY 12 inch WORM Optical Disks.
NODC also is responsible for the NOAA Library and there is interest in digitizing some
of its data and metadata holdings.
NODC is respons_bTe for the NOAA Earth System Data Directory, and interfacing it with
the larger NASA base-d master directory effort. This is part Of the catalog
interoperability effort which is underway among other government agencies and
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foreign data centers. The master directory is also needed to fit with the EOSDIS
version 0 effort where the catalog interoperability will perform relevant IMS (Information
Management System) functions. NOAA's master directory is VAX based, with
specially written software, and the ORACLE Data Base Management System.
A prototype database system has been developed to provide NODC users with direct
access to an on-line, interactive data archive, it maintains a data base of over 23
million marine observations from 310,000 ocean stations. Access to the data is
obtainable through spatial or temporal searches with arbitrary combinations of
instruments, platforms, and parameters. By FY 1993, NODC plans to add all of its
vertical profile data (Nansen, Bathythermograph, C/STD, etc.) to the POSEIDON
system.
2.4. NOAA Centers of Data include those data collection and operations elements
performing observations and monitoring services as part of NOAA's recurring mission
responsibilities. Usted below are the principal centers:
Disoipline Title Looation
Bathymetry,
Nautical charts,
Geodesy
Charting and Geodetic
Services
Rockville, Maryland
Climate Climate Analysis Center Camp Springs, Maryland
Fisheries National Marine
Fisheries Service
Seattle, WA; Woods
Hole, MA; Miami,FL;
Bay St. Louis,MS;
San Diego, CA
Ice Navy Joint Ice Center Suitland, Maryland
Lake Data Great Lakes Ann Arbor, MI
Environmental Research Lab
Oceanography Center for Ocean
Analysis and Prediction
Monterey, CA
Oceanography Ocean Products Center Suitland, Maryland
Pacific Ocean
Data
Equatorial Pacific
Information Collection
Seattle, WA
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Particle
Deposition Data
Sea Level ....
Air Resources Lab
Trace Gases
Silver Spring, MD
University of Hawaii _ :_ Honolulu, HI
Snow and Ice National Snow and Ice Boulder, CO
Data Center
Tides National Tide and Rockville, MD
and Water :Level Data Base
Global Monitoring for
Climate Change
Boulder, CO
3.0. Digital Data Rea.uest History and Projection
The support for global change by the NSF has increased about 35% per year since
1987 and is expected to increase for FY 1992. NOAA's global change funding has
roughly doubled each year since 1989, Other agencies are also increasing their global
change funding. The overall funding for all agencies has increased seven times from
FY89 to 1991. From this, one could expect a large increase in the number of data
requests at the centers. However, in the aggregate, there has only been a modest
increase in the number of requests for each of the last two years ('89 and '90), and
the projections are, therefore, based on this modest rate of increase. Another view is
that the secondary distribution of data from scientist to scientist may be on the
increase because of the ease of transmission over networks, coupled with a desire to
obtain a dataset that has had use in a familiar science project. Possibly this
secondary distribution masks the size of the actual data dissemination.
The biggest impact on the number of requests and volume of data distributed has
been from the introduction of CD-ROMs. This indicates that the increased use of
CD-ROMs for data distribution provides a means for rapid deployment of the data
among members of the research community. Secondary distribution of data from
scientist to scientist may be on the increase because of the ease of transmission over
networks, coupled with a desire to obtain a dataset that has had use in a familiar
science project.
4.0. Mass Storage/Fiie Management Rea.uir_ments
As the amount of data increases'and the NOAA mission focuses on improving
accessibility of data for global change research, there is an urgent requirement to
develop mass storage systems with file management software at the centers to
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improve archive management, provide vastly improved access mechanisms, and to
reduce the amount of media and associated space requirements. Moreover, the mass
storage system is the heart of a file management system. For the immediate purpose
at hand, a mass storage system should include the following:
4.1. Hierarchical File Director
A hierarchical file directory is needed that permits, as a minimum, the acceptance of
UNIX file names. The directory needs to maintain the access and update history
information for the file. The directory should allow for handling mixed media within a
single search, for cross indexing between devices, and for recording data set
utilization records for future knowledge based system applications. This directory
must interoperate with a number of different data base systems passing query
information through during interoperable data searches.
4.2. A hierarchy of storage level__
The mass storage system should support a hierarchy of storage levels with increasing
physical capacity and decreasing performance at the bottom, and decreasing physical
capacity and high transfer rates at the top (as viewed from the user client processes).
At the top, this permits the evolution to direct access electronic storage, so that the
mass storage becomes a truly integrated part of a computing environment.
4.3. File M_nagement Software
The file management software should offer options for data compression. It should
permit the use of checksums as an overall error control mechanism. Data conversion
software should be available to migrate the data from one physical media to another,
as generic files, without disturbing the data content. The software would sample files
on a statistical basis reading them to verify that they were still intact and that the media
had not deteriorated beyond the point where only soft data checks were obtained. In
the event that sufficient degradation was detected during this sampling process, the
files would be migrated to new media with a corresponding directory update.
Migration would also be triggered during normal accesses whenever too many soft
errors occur.
Migration of files from archival or working media to a buffer storage area would occur
following the initial access to permit data to be more rapidly retrieved from the faster
devices in the storage hierarchy. The migration and actual location of the data should
be presented to the user/application programs in a transparent manner including, as
an option, presentation to client processes in a manner simulating direct retrieval from
the ingest media if desired. To accomplish this transparency, the file management
software should provide for the ingest of data from existing media and distributed to:
standard half-inch magnetic tapes in all densities and formats, EXABYTE, DAT, CD-
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ROMs, optical disks, video cassette recording technologies, digital optical media, etc.
An encapsulation of the ingested media's data should record the presence and
location of permanent data errors, physical record lengths in bytes, the presence and
location of ingest media specific flags, such as tape marks, end of tape flags, etc., so
that upon access, the data can be handed to processing programs that need to be
aware of the different media. The file management software should be able to handle
any of the existing data formats and to invoke conversion routines to a standard if one
is adopted. The ability to move files from the mass storage to a requester's media in
the original format should be provided.
4.4. Network Access and Networking
The NOAA centers should be coupled to the internet, at internet backbone rates, and
eventually to the N_io-nal Research and EdSc_at_n Network (NREN). With 740
universities, laboratories and industrial sites now on the network, and 75 more
expected in the 2nd half of 1991, the internet is widely available to the scientists
involved in global change and EOS. There are 16 NSFnet backbone sites. Two of
these, the University of Maryland and NCAR, are in close proximity to NOAA data
centers. Where large data volume data transfers are required, conventional
conveyance services would probably suffice with economic considerations determining
the mode of conveyance.
5.0. Considerati0n8
The system life under the NOAA mandate to manage data for long-term global
change research purposes is open ended. The value of data increases with age for
use in performing long term environmental change research. Global patterns are
known to be subtle over time, even when viewed in a rapidly changing environment.
Today's collection of environmental data is pitifully small and of too short a duration
compared to the amount required to filter out the statistical noise over an extended
time domain.
The operational requirements are influenced by incremental science requirements
established as the knowledge of the relationships between instrument responses and
conversion to physical units became better known from the results of research and
development of more sophisticated processing algorithms. Because the development
of sufficient knowledge to fully understand the earth observation responses is an
accretive and repetitive process, the entire data set will require repeated reprocessing
to adequately describe the data for long-term documentation and preservation.
Aggregation of similar but different and sometimes disparate data types is also an
important feature to include. A well understood aggregation principle will allow for
compartmenting the data across the media domain in a "most" convenient form for
vastly improving the access mechanisms. This will become increasingly important as
i
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the longevity of the archive increases. Aggregation implies some degree of
redundancy, but in a positive sense, in that redundancy of particularly critical data sets
reduces the risk of data loss over time.
Volume management may require compression mechanisms to reduce the over-
volume of data as it ages. Critical data and information will require the application of
Iossless data compression where data sets are reduced in volume. When permitted,
other means can be used to reduce data volume with controlled data loss as achieved
through sampling, or through small-loss data compression techniques or a
combination of the techniques to yield much higher compression ratios. This may
particularly attractive for managing very high volume image data sampled in the visible
spectra.
The technological gallop of the last several years continues to accelerate and new
storage and processing technologies are obviating the need to consider destruction of
cumbersome data through full scene sampling, scan sampling or reduction to gross
descriptive parameters which describe the sum of the parts in abbreviated form.
In order to take advantage of improved and less costly storage technologies, there is
a plan to migrate the data periodically as the volumes dictate and the technology
allows and with each migration to yet developed capabilities, it becomes even more
feasible to consider placing all of the data in a near-line access environment. The
migration process will require content processing to re-develop the cross reference
inventory information to include additional content description information as part of
the inventory metadata file to increasingly document the data as it ages. Data
migration is an essential element in developing a never-ending data life for the sake of
offering an extended time baseline data set essential for detecting global scale
changes.
A wide variety of media will be used for distributing data and information to users. The
large number of formats used by the NOAA data centers means that many conversion
procedures will be needed. It would be better not to convert the data in the archives
themselves, but to write procedures which can be invoked in a demand fashion. In
this way, the data can be left in its original form while confidence is gained in the
accuracy of the conversion. If any problems arise in the converted data, the original
data will not be contaminated. The problem becomes one of reworking the
conversion routine and alerting previous users of the defect rather than trying to fix a
partially scrambled dataset. The downside is that there will be an additional processing
cost when the data is requested. Another problem with the standard data format
concept is that many researchers who submit data to the data centers will probably
never conform to a standard format. Insistence on a format may become an
impediment to releasing the data to a center for distribution.
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6.0. Assumptions and Constraints
Factoring today's technology advancement timescale for the purpose of being both
realistic and conservative, the period of migration to exploit new technologies and
avoid system obsolescence to extend the validity of the data and information is
established at no less than every 10 years. A suggestion was recently made that the
migration rate be a function of the expected half life of the medium used. For the
3480 tapes, the manufacturers agree that 10 years of full performance life should be
expected, thus the half life for migration purp0ses would be fiveyearsl The criteria for
accepting a new technology as a candidate for data migration is; improved archival
qualities, the per data byte storage cost must be one half the previous, the physical
storage requirements be at least five times less, and the data transfer rate to move
the data from the media be no slower than that of the older media. And, finally, the
data migration step will include data processing to derive or extend content description
data to be used for the purpose of validating the preservation state of the data and for
reinventoring the data to add content information developed through the accretion of
user knowledge and experience.
Another assumption is that all of the data will be reprocessed three times during a 2.5
year cycle. This reprocessing cycle may coincide with a data migration step since all
of the migration will include a content review during the passage of data from one
medium to another. The development of reprocessing algorithms will not be charged
as a data management system task but will require that the data management system
be able to put significant quantities of data on-line or at-hand for "live" ingest mode
processing.
7.0. Conclusion
To continue managing data as we do today would eventually require a facility to
accommodate an enormous number of media units to hold the data volumes projected
for the future. As the new data continues, the added function of migrating data from
degenerating media (from a systems as well as physical viewpoint), will compound the
storage requirements as the annual data volume accumulates bY the hundreds of
trillions of data samples each year. If acceptable mass store systems are not
continually developed to match the data growth and data management requirements,
the logistics would be overwhelmed and the system would fall apart never to be
recovered again because of the enormous cost to recover an inevitable backlog.
The data only has value to the research community if it is conveniently and efficiently
accessible. If the data were placed in a warehouse environment, which would
ultimately have to happen if nothing was done, it would soon lose its value and
possibly its identity because of the cost to acquire it and eventually would be lost
because of the huge cost to locate, ship back, copy and return the data copies as the
data volume grows beyond manageable proportions. This Is aside to the issue of data
z
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loss due to media deterioration. The only acceptable solution would be through
development of a system capability to provide highly efficient and sophisticated data
management capabilities which would accommodate online data sources. In order for
this to happen, advanced media technologies have to be employed along with
advanced sophisticated data management software to eliminate the manual interfaces
where possible to provide the data in a ready mode for user interaction at the
subsetting level. The data value increases dramatically when placed in this type of
environment as the access to the system can provide instant gratification and
encourages repeated and expanded data query activities. This, in turn, accelerates
the research progress and enhances the research results thus broadening the value of
the data to the advancement of science and knowledge.
To physically compress the data through the implementation of high capacity media
coupled with the systems capability to control and index these data in an online or
near-line environment offers a significant reduction in the requirements to house the
archives both in terms of physical space and recurring energy and labor expenses.
The closer on line the data are placed, the less labor is required to physically mount
data either in the appropriate archive slot or onto the processing system. As
electronic access become more fully integrated into the system, direct labor service
categories will be eliminated. A major cost avoidance to be reckoned with is the cost
of adding increasing large physical facilities as the data volume grows at the projected
rates. The pace of implementation of new technologies should allow shrinking of the
space requirements to match the increase of data accumulating in the facilities.
An indirect benefit of space compression through improved storage technologies
would be realized form compressing the facilities requirements sufficiently to consider
replicating the data in distributed locations as a risk reduction measure.
The broadest benefits are in terms of what the value of the data is to the world of
environmental change. Without a responsibly managed data record of scientific
measurements over time, there would be no baseline to objectively determine if the
environment we live in is really changing, how much, and at what rate. Without these
data, economies would be based on subjective opinions and in some cases, hear say.
Public policy would more often than not be misguided and consequences of
enormous proportions could occur to our physical well being either through economic
collapse or through direct physical changes, Even today, global change scenarios
portend potential devastating effects to our coastal cities and this country's agro-
economies. But, do we build dikes and seek alternate water sources if we are not
really sure what, if any, impacts there are? Without the data, no one knows, so any
investment in mitigating a potential problem is an economic risk. The other question
is; even if we know, can we afford to take avoidance action? Or better yet, is the
cause due to environmental causes or due to a much broader cyclic processes. One
thing is certain, there is a great potential for change based on the knowledge at hand
today, and sound economic planning based on knowledge may be sufficient to avoid
economic collapse. In a Nation with a trillion dollar economy, the risks are too great
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not to invest an insignificantly small percent of this economy to acquire the maximum
amount of knowledge possible and establish this knowledge base as soon as
possible. In the case of environmental data, data is knowledge; there can never be
enough data, and the data record can never be long enough. But where there is
data, it must be systematically managed to be of any value at all.
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INGEST,
O THREE DISCIPLINE CENTERS AND U.S. WORLD DATA CENTERS:
NATIONAL CLIMATE DATA CENTER - ASHEVZLLE, NORTH CAROLINA
NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA CENTER - WASHINGTON, D.C.
NATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL DATA CENTER - BOULDER, COLORADO
SIXTEEN CENTERS OF DATA:
SATELLITE DATA PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION - SUITLAND, MD
NATIONAL MEATHER SERVICE - SILVER SPRING,
NATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL CENTER - CAMP SPRINGS, _0
CHARTING AND GEODETIC SERVICES - ROCKVILLE, MD
CLIMATE ANALYSIS CENTER - CAMP SPRINGS, M0
NATIONAL_ARINE FISHERIES SERVICE - SEAI-rLE, WA; WOODS HOLE, MA;
MIAMI, FL; BAY ST LouIs, MS;
SAN DIEGO, CA
NAVY JOINT ICE CENTER - SUITLAND, _O
GREAT LAKES ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH LAB - ANN ARBOR, MI
CENTER FOR OCEAN ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION - _ONTEREY, CA
OCEAN PRODUCTS CENTER - SUITLAND, MD
EOUATORIAL PACIFIC INFORMATION COLLECTION - SEATTLE, WA
AIR RESOURCES LABORATORY - SILVER SPRING,
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII - HONOLULU, HI
NATIONAL SNOW AND ICE DATA CENTER - BOULDER, CO
NATIONAL TIDE AND WATER LEVEL DATA BASE - ROCKVZLLE, m)
GLOBAL MONITORING FOR GLOBAL CHANGE - BOULDER, C0
NOAA CENTERS
o DIGITAL HOLDINGS INCLUDE: 11 TB ON 240,000 COHPUTERTAPES
o IH-SITU DATA INCLUDED IN ABOVE: 2 TB
o GOES DATA HELD AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MISCONSIN: 100 TB ON 25,000 SONY
U-MATIC BETA TAPES
o SERVICE OVER 7,000 REOUESTS FOR DATA AND INFORHATION PER YEAR
o ANNUALLY PRODUCE5,000 BULLETINS TO 40,000 SUBSCRIBERS
o OVER 90,000,000 PAGES OF NON-DIGITAL DATA AND INFORHATION
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II4HED'I;ATE DlrGlr'J'ALVOLUHE GROWTH
(VOLUMES ZN B'rLLz'ONS OF BYTES)
CLZI4ATE DATA CENTER
OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA CENTER
GEOPHYSZCAL DATA CENTER
SATELLZTE DATA SERVZCES
GOES DATA ARCHIVE
ACCIJI4ULATXVE TOTAL:
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995_______199_
520 570 840 1. 300 2.130 3,420
30 160 200 260 280 370
450 540 650 780 930 1,110
10,400 14,200 18.000 21.800 25,600 29,400
107.000 113J000 120.000 134.600 149.200 164.000
118,400 128,470 139,690 158,740 178,140 198,300
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PRESERVATION
NOAA MISSION TO NANAGE THE ARCHIVES ON A PERMANENTBASIS AS A
NATIONAL TRUST
ALTERNATIVES FOR PRESERVING DATA ON AN INDEFINITE BASES:
- FIND A MEDIA THAT IS INDELIBLE INDEFINITELY
... MANAGE ACCESS SYSTEM INDEFINITELY
... ENSURE MEDIA LONGEVITY (ENTOMB MEDIA AND SITE)
... RECURRING QUALITY CONTROL
... LIFETIME SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
... MIGRATE ON DEMAND
... OPERATE ARCHIVE CENTER(S) AS DEEP ARCHIVE
- ASSUME A 10 YEAR SYSTEM AND TECHNOLOGYCYCLE
... RECURRING MIGRATION OF 10 YEAR OLD MEDIA CONTINUALLY
LOOKING AT DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY ADVANTAGES
... KEEP TWO COPIES, ONE ENTIRE DATA SET ENTOMBED,
ONE IN ACTIVE ARCHIVES AT DISTRIBUTED DISCIPLINE
ARCHIVE CENTERS
... MAINTAIN PORTIONS OF THE DATA AT THE ACTIVE CENTERS ON-LINE,
THE REST NEAR-LINE
... THE MASTER COPY KEPT NEAR-LIE WITH SUFFICIENT ON-LINE
CAPABILITY TO SERVICE ACCESS REOUESTS AND FOR MIGRATION
PROCESSING
ARCHIVE INTEGRITY
MEDIA PERFORMANCECONTINUALLY MONITOREDTHROUGH ERRORDETECTION
AND CORRECTION INFORMATION PASS BACK
- PROCESSING ON-DEMAND
- SCHEDULED MEDIA MAINTENANCE
o MIGRATION OFFERS OPPORTUNITIES TO:
- UP-TO-DATA CATALOG FACILITIES
- INCLUDE LOW-LEVEL DATA INVENTORY DESCRIPTIONS
WITHIN CATALOG INVENTORY FILE
- IMPROVE DATA AGGREGATION TO MEET CURRENT SCIENCE REOUIREMENTS
- COMPACT STORAGE AND DATA TRANSFER THROUGH THE USE OF
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
- REGENERATION OF SYSTEMS AND DATA EXERCISES THE DATA
FOR ITS HEALTH
- ENABLES INCREASED ON-LINE ACCESS FACILITIES
- OPENS NEW DOORS FOR DATA ACCESS AND TRANSFER
o QUALITY CONTROL:
- ANALYZE DATA TO ENSURE CREDIBILITY DURING INGEST
- MONITOR MEDIA PERFORMANCE TO ENSURE RELIABILITY OVER TIME
- MAINTAIN LOG OF ACCESS ACTIVITIES TO BUILD DECISION HISTORY
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